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ABSTRACT
Background: HIV-1 is an infectious agent causing global health problem. Molecular analysis of HIV-1

strains is crucial due to the association with viral fitness, drug resistance, serological failure, and more
importantly, for vaccine development. However, HIV-1 molecular data in Indonesia is limited, including that of
the HIV pol gene. Aims: The present study performed a molecular analysis of the pol gene of HIV isolated in
Central Java, Indonesia, in order to enrich HIV-1 molecular data in Indonesia, particularly in Central
Java.Methods: A complete coding sequence of pol gene was cloned from 09IDSKA-6 (HIV isolated in Central
Java, Indonesia), inserted into an Escherichia coli expression plasmid, and sequenced. The sequencing
results of the pol gene then subjected for virus subtyping, genotyping, and phylogenetic analysis. The drug
resistance, identification of the HLA binding motifs and viral epitopes, proteomic motifs, and physicochemical
analysis was performed.Results: The HIV-1 isolate analyzed in this study was CRF01_AE strain. The isolate
remains in low evolutionary state due to the low level of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions ratio
(dN/dS). None of mutations identified was related to ARV drug resistance. A total of 33 CTL/CD8+ epitopes,
6 T-helper/CD4+ epitopes and 2 antibody epitopes were identified in our isolate. Six distinct proteomic
domains were found. Physicochemical analysis revealed the molecular weight (Mw), estimated half-life,
instability index, aliphatic index, and hydrophilicity of each proteins encoded by the complete HIV-1 pol
gene.
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INTRODUCTION
Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) is the main cause of the global pandemic

of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS).Previous studies inferred that theHIV
geneticscould influence the disease progression (Kiwanuka et al., 2010), diagnostic
assays (Bruzzone et al., 2010), virologic follow-up and therapeutic monitoring (Sire et al.,
2011). HIV-1 pol gene is the one frequently analyzed, as this gene is the most conserved
region within the genome and encodes proteins indispensably required in HIV replication
(viral-specific enzymes of protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT), RNase H and integrase
(IN)).However, the genetic information of HIV-1 pol gene in Indonesia remains limited.
Indeed, only four complete HIV-1 pol genes from Indonesia, none from Central
Java,aredeposited in GenBank. In this study, we aimed to isolate HIV strain from Central
Java and analyze the virus genetics, particularly related to drug resistances, viral epitopes
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prediction and proteomic profile.Hence, our datawould contribute novel information about
HIV geneticsin Indonesia, particularly in Central Java.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cloning and Sequencing

A complete coding sequence of pol gene was cloned from 09IDSKA-6 (HIV isolated in
Central Java, Indonesia) by nested PCR as described previously (Kemal et al., 2009). The
PCR product was inserted into pETBlue-1 (an Escherichia coli expression plasmid). The
recombinant plasmid was then transformed into competent cells, propagated, purified, and
sequenced. The sequencing step was performed in both orientations for confirmation,three
times for each orientation.

Determination of Genotype/Subtype
We performed a BLAST analysis to confirm the sequencing results. Initial subtyping

was conducted using the NCBI genotyping tool and REGA subtyping tool. A multiple align-
ment against reference sequences was reconstructed using ClustalW as implemented in
MEGA5 software (Tamura et al.,2011).Phylogenetic tree was built using neighbor-joining
method with Kimura two-parameter and bootstrap value of 1000 replicates.

Nucleotide and Amino Acid Substitution Analysis
Synonymous and non-synonymous amino acid substitution events were computed

using the Nei-Gojoborimethod with the Jukes-Cantor correction (Nei and Gojobori, 1986)
implemented in MEGA5 software and Synonymous Non-synonymous Analysis Program
(SNAP).

Drug Resistance Analysis
Amino acid sequence of 09IDSKA-6 was submitted to the Stanford HIVdbserver for the

identification of drug resistance-related mutations. References of each mutational event
werelinked within the server web address.

Immunological Analysis
In order to estimate the possible interaction between viral sequence and human leuko-

cyte antigens (HLAs) corresponding to both MHC class I (A, B, C) and class II (DP, DQ, DR),
we performed an HLA binding motif analysis using Motif Scan tool linked inthe Los Alamos
HIV database.

Proteomic analysis
The amino acid sequences of our isolate wasscanned against the PROSITE collection

of motifs. Our analysis excluded motif with high probability of occurrence from the scan.
Further, we computed the physical and chemical parameters (including molecular weight
(Mw), estimated half-life, instability index, aliphatic index and grand average of hydropathicity
(GRAVY)) of the isolate using ProtParamserver. Computational and representative analysis
for hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of our isolate was performed using ProtScaleserver.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In present study, we conducted molecular analysis of a complete HIV-1 pol gene iso-

lated in Central Java, Indonesia. The subtyping analysis using the NCBI genotyping tool,
REGA HIV subtyping tool and phylogenetic treeshowed that our isolate, 09IDSKA-6, was a
CRF01_AE strain. This was expected since CRF01_AE virus has been reported asthe pre-
dominant HIV-1 strain circulating in Indonesia (Sahbandar et al., 2009; Merati et al., 2012).
Amino acid substitutions were assessed in order to estimate the viral evolution.We mea-
sured the nucleotide and amino acid substitution by counting the ratio of synonymous to non-
synonymous substitutions (dN/dS). In SNAP analysis, the synonymous (dS) and non-synony-
mous substitutions (dN)were0.3871 and 0.0389, respectively (dS-/dN= 9.9566).Whilst using
MEGA5 software, the number of synonymous (d

S
) and non-synonymous substitutions

(dN)were0.368 and 0.039, respectively (dS-/dN= 9.4359).The nucleotide p-distance against
consensus B sequence was 0.094. We calculated that the dN/dS value was 1.05 x 10-4 from
SNAP analysis and 1.068 x 10-4 from MEGA5 analysis. In general, the d

N
/d

S
 value greater

than 1 is taken as evidence of positive Darwinian (diversifying) selection, while dN/dS< 1
refers an evidence of purifying selection (Hughes et al., 2000).Thus, we referred that
09IDSKA-6 remained in a low evolutionary state, based on molecular analysis of pol gene.
Moreover, the high synonymous substitution value (dS) is supposed as an indication of con-
servation and essential region for biological function (Gordon et al., 2003).

Certain mutations have been shown to influence antiretroviral drug susceptibility. In
present study, we found thatour isolate was susceptible for all ARV regimens. However, we
identified M36I, a minor tipranavir/r (TPV/r)-resistance mutation(Baxter et al., 2006), which
is also known as the consensus amino acid in CRF01_AE. Two polymorphic mutations were
also identified, comprised one in the PR region (L89M) and another in RT region (K238R).
Both L89M and K238R are not associated with decreased susceptibility to Protease
Inhibitor(PI) and Non-Nucleotide Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor (NNRTI), respectively.

Mutations also give direct impact tothe conformational changes of virus epitopes (anti-
genic determinants) which caninduce the failure of immune recognition by HLA class I (A, B,
C) orII (DP, DQ, DR), a process required to initiate immune response by CTLs/CD8+ T
cells(induced by HLA class I) andT-helper/CD4+ T cells (induced by HLA class II). Of all HIV-
1 epitopes deposited in Los Alamos HIV Immunology Database, we detected a total of33,
12, and 2 epitopes recognized by CTL/CD8+, T-helper/CD4+, and human antibodies,
respectively,within our isolate (Table 1).

We conducted motif analysis using PROSITE server and we found six domainsin our
sequence.An aspartyl protease (retroviral-type family profile) was identified in aa 76-145
(score = 32.666), with a predicted active site in aa 81 (D/aspartate) of this domain. A
reverse transcriptase (RT) catalytic domain profile was identified inaa 199-388 (score =
44.011), with three predicted metal domains (D/aspartate) positioned in aa 265, 340 and
341.RNase H domain profile lied from aa 588-711 (score = 19.593). Close by it, a zinc
finger integrase-type profile was predicted to be in aa 717-758 (score = 16.269). Then,
integrase catalytic domain profile was identified in aa 768-918 (score = 22.032), with two
predicted metal domains (D/aspartate) in aa 778 and 830. The last domain identified was
integrase DNA binding domain, lying in aa 937-984 (score = 17.218). In addition, one pat-
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tern was identified on aa 78-89, and was predicted as eukaryotic and viral aspartyl pro-
teases active site.

Table 1. List of human T-helper/CD4+ epitopes, human CTL/CD8+ epitopes and human antibody
epitopes identified in HIV-1 09IDSKA-6pol predicted protein. Table position refers to the
amino acid positions of HXB2 (Accession Number K03455).
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Protein physicochemical properties, like polarity, hydropathicity, charge, volume, aro-
maticity, aliphaticity and hydrogenation are shown to play a role in determining the rate and
pattern of protein evolutions (Xia and Li, 1998).In present study, physicochemical profiling
was perfomed using ProtParamserver to measure the molecular weight (Mw), estimated
half-life, instability index (II), aliphatic index, and grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY) of
each protein encoded by our sequence (Table 2). Moreover, these datawere relevant for
estimating the in-vivo ideal temperatures of function, solubility patterns in aqueous solution,
and life-expectancies of the functional protein in vivo (Wayengera, 2011).

Table 2.  Physicochemical profiling of each protein encoded by HIV-1 09IDSKA-06pol gene.

In present study, we identified the hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity values of each resi-
due by using ProtScaleserver. Hydrophobicity value represents the non-polar residues in
protein sequence and is commonly used to predict membrane helices (Chen and Rost, 2002).
Otherwise, hydrophilicity implies a polar residue and shows the molecule tendency to be
exposed tothe surface protein and may potentially be antigenic (Hopp and Woods,
1981).Putative membrane-spanning domain is defined for the site with high hydrophobicity
(typically > 1.6 at the center based on the Kyte-Doolittle scale). Nonpolar amino acids gener-
ally perform greatest hydrophobicity and charged amino acids generally have lowest
hydrophobicity.In all regions analyzed, we found that the maximum hydrophobicity value in
Protease-, RT-, RNase and Integrase-encoding regions were located on aa 74 (2.486), aa
47 (-0.374), aa 48 (0.489) and aa 81 (1.763), respectively. Whilst the highest hydrophilicity
value in those regions were aa 32 (1.186), aa 67 (2.129), aa 73 1.800 andaa 285 (1.671),
respectively.

Overall, this study contributes the first molecular data of an HIV-1 pol sequence from
Central Java, Indonesia, and thereby enriches the information of HIV-1 genetics in Indone-
sia. Our data are also beneficial for the analysis on the proteins expressed byour isolate.
Further, these data are expected to be useful for antiretroviral and vaccine development.
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